Anstreicher has proposed a variant of Karmarkar's projective algorithm that handles standard-form linear programming problems nicely. We suggest modifications to his method that we suspect will lead to better search directions and a more useful algorithm. Much of the analysis depends on a two-constraint linear programming problem that is a relaxation of the scaled original problem.
I. Introduction
Consider the standard form linear programming problem (P) min FT2 
where e is a vector of ones of appropriate dimension. His algorithm generates a sequence of strictly positive points satisfying all constraints except ~-= 0, starting with e. Anstreicher showed that (if (f~) has a nonempty bounded set of optimal solutions) his method simultaneously approaches feasibility and optimality, and provided strong convergence results. In this paper we discuss modifications to his algorithm. In particular, we develop new search directions that we believe are likely to be better than Anstreicher's; preliminary computational experience [12] bears this out. Our analysis is based on a single crucial two-constraint linear programming problem, which provides bounds and shows the existence of certain directions. The directions we propose are then generated by a norm-minimization subproblem. These two subsidiary problems are closely linked and have a very similar form whether a lower bound has been generated or not. This contrasts somewhat with Anstreicher's approach. Another difference is that, when a lower bound is found, we continue the algorithm from the current iterate, whereas Anstreicher reverts to the initial solution.
De Ghellinck and Vial [3] have also proposed an algorithm that does not require feasibility. Their lower-bounding procedure requires the solution of n quadratic equations, whereas ours (and Anstreicher's) needs the analysis of a piecewise-linear concave function with n breakpoints. It is therefore unlikely that these methods are too closely related, although the precise relationship is unclear. The search directions
